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As every parent knows, television is all around us--at home, in child care, in the

homes of friends and relatives, even at the mall. Articles in a wide range of magazines,

from Healthy Kids to Sesame Street Parents to Time, note increased interest and concern

by parents and educators about the benefits and risks of TV viewing by children of all

ages.

Information and advice for parents and teachers has been primarily based on

studies of children ages three and older. But what about our littlest viewers? Even though

television is a part of the natural home environment of most American infants and

toddlers, research about how television affects these very young children has been

limited.

Home observations of infants and toddlers reveal that television viewing is

common throughout their day, even during regular routines such as diapering and eating.

Researchers estimate that children under the age of two are exposed to anywhere from

two hours of television a day to as much as 28 hours of TV a week. Young children at

home full time tend to watch more TV than their counterparts in child care. But a recent

study for PBS shows that television is also present in many child care settings. Other

studies suggest that the more closely a child care situation resembles home, the more

likely TV is to be used and, when the caregiver is a relative, TV use tends to be the

highest.

You may wonder whether infants really watch what they see on TV. Studies done

by Daniel Anderson at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst show that one year old

babies attend to about 10% of what they're exposed to on television and, between 1 and 2

years of age, they attend about 30% of the time.

What's more, they are not too young to understand what they see. Researchers

Richard Davidson from the University of Wisconsin and Nathan Fox from the University

of Maryland found that infants as young as 10 months responded to emotions displayed

on a TV screen. When shown a face changing from a neutral expression to a smile and
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then a laugh, infants' brain waves reflected a pattern associated with happy emotions.

When shown a face going from neutral, to sad, to crying, the infants reflected a pattern

associated with unhappy emotions. Andrew Meltzoff of the University of Washington

discovered that babies as young as 14 months copied actions shown on TV-- even when

they had never seen the object or the person demonstrating them before. In another study

of toddlers' language, researchers Dafna Lemish and Mabel Rice found that 12 to 18

month-olds watching television with a parent used the TV like "a talking picture book"--

making basic associations between names of objects or familiar characters with what they

see on TV.

What this research tells us is that very young children are exposed to TV

throughout their daily activities and experiences. They are watching and, on some level

which has not yet been well defined, understanding what they see. Clearly, there is

enough research to suggest that parents need to make decisions about monitoring both the

content and quantity of TV children are exposed to.

Deciding what's appropriate

Although research and common sense tell us that children should watch programs

that are age-appropriate, it is sometimes difficult for parents and experts alike to decide

what programs are appropriate for children of different ages. A good place to start when

trying to decide whether and what your child should be watching is to consider a child's

age and developmental needs.

 During their waking times, infants benefit most from one-on-one cuddling,

playing with a parent or special caregiver, and the opportunity to visually and physically

explore the objects and people in their environment. TV viewing makes few, if any,

contributions to infant development. But even young babies are likely to be exposed to

TV through use by family members or in child care.

Programs like cartoons, talk and news shows, or action-dramas have the potential

to affect infants long before they "understand" the concepts presented. Parents should be
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aware of what's on when their babies are present because certain images and sounds

might be disturbing to a baby. Some simple steps can limit their exposure when the TV is

on. For example, consider lowering the volume and turning the baby away from the

screen, or move the baby out of the room.

The needs of toddlers (14 months and older) are very different from those of

infants. Toddlers are highly mobile and need lots of safe opportunities to explore,

verbally express themselves, and socialize with adults and children. While they learn best

through play and exploring materials, toddlers can benefit from watching limited periods

of developmentally appropriate TV.

Appropriate programs for toddlers are designed for children three and younger.

These programs have several elements in common:

• They distinguish between fantasy and reality.

• They have live, "parental" characters.

• They have a calm slow pace.

• They contain no hitting or violence (including cartoon violence) and have

storylines that model sharing, cooperative play, and solving problems by talking and

thinking.

• They also help reinforce children's positive feelings about themselves, their

families and community.

• Older toddlers may be able to handle programs with slightly busier formats and

varied pacing. For them, appropriate programs focus on their growing interests in familiar

objects, people and activities. Or they might teach about books or simple concepts, such

as shapes, colors or numbers.

Some appropriate programs for toddlers include Mister Rogers' Neighborhood,

Sesame Street, Barney and Friends, some selected videos, (e.g. Road Construction

Ahead, Winnie the Pooh, Richard Scarry's Busytown, some Children's Circle books-on-

tape or performances of children's music, such as Raffi). Several studies which included

two-year olds, including a recent study from the University of Kansas-based Center for
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Research on the Influences of Television on Children (CRITC), have shown that age-

appropriate educational TV programs like those listed above can make a positive

contribution to young children's school readiness.

Programs that are not appropriate for toddlers have some things in common:

• They show people or animals in great danger, or are scary. Examples include

most cartoons, anything with super-heroes, and many popular children's videos--

including "classic" movie cartoons, such as many of the Disney movies which are

marketed for young children.

• They have pacing or themes that are not matched to toddlers' emotional needs

for consistency, safe exploration of their world, and socializing with familiar people. For

example, some fairy tales and family entertainment specials may have appealing

characters and music, but hold little meaning for toddlers.

• They include concepts or ideas that are too advanced for a young child (e.g.,

themes like dealing with larger social problems, sexual relationships, understanding the

difference between reality and fantasy, advanced academic ideas). The fact that there is

often a discrepancy between the ages for which programs are designed, and ages they are

marketed to can add to the confusion. Even high quality programs such as Reading

Rainbow, Ghostwriter, or Square One are really designed with older children in mind,

and thus their content is generally not suitable for toddlers.

Deciding how much TV

The more TV is on, the more likely children are to be exposed to violence or other

inappropriate content-- that's something that most researchers agree is not good for kids.

In addition, too much TV has been linked to health problems such as obesity and high

cholesterol in children as well as adults.

How much TV is too much? Experts such as the American Academy of Pediatrics

and Milton Chen of the Center for Education and Lifelong Learning at KQED in San

Francisco, state that an upper limit of 1-2 hours of television-viewing a day is probably
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not harmful. But all TV-viewing is not alike. It is important to keep in mind that these

recommendations are based on studies of children two and older. They also assume that

the content of programs watched is appropriate.

While research has not determined what amount of TV each day is "good" for

children, many experts caution that TV used in high amounts (usually 3 hours or more a

day) is problematic. This is in part due to the fact that TV watching can become a

substitute for other activities that are important to children's healthy development-- like

using puzzles, pretending, building with blocks, looking at books, or playing outside. But

there are times when children as well as adults just want a break. It's important to balance

what you and your child need at any one time. Whether those needs are best served by

watching TV, or doing something else, may vary depending on the situation, the time of

day, and how "stressed-out" you feel.

Finally, when looking at your child's TV diet, consider all the places he or she

might be watching. For example, you may allow a half hour of Mister Rogers' a day. But

your baby-sitter may put on Sesame Street and Barney while making lunch and doing

some chores, you tune into the evening news during dinner, and your partner watches

sports or a drama while giving the baby a bottle. It all adds up. Without realizing it, your

child may be watching several hours of TV a day.

Making choices:

Even when parents know what programs are most appropriate for their very young

children, they face the common dilemma of trying to abide by their choices in their daily

lives. When families include older children or other relatives, all having different

interests, it's not always possible to isolate the youngest viewers when the TV is on. In

addition, research shows that when very young children watch TV with adults or older

children, the adults and older children choose programs they want to watch. When this

happens, the program content tends to be less child appropriate and contains more violent

scenes.
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Families have to make choices and set ground rules if they want to limit access to

programs that might be inappropriate-- and potentially harmful-- to their youngest

viewers. Some strategies that may be helpful include:

• As much as possible, watch talk shows and other adult programs when children

are not present.

• Help older children choose shows-- talk about why you feel they are appropriate

or not. Don't rely on "time slots" to decide what shows might be appropriate-- many

shows that were originally shown in evening/adult time slots are now shown as

syndicated re-runs in the late afternoon and dinner hour when younger children are more

likely to see them.

• Make a schedule so children of different ages have different days or time slots to

choose programs. You may want to consider establishing guidelines for older children

during time periods when younger children are present.

• When older children want to watch programs that you'd prefer your youngest

children not watch, tape these shows for viewing later when little ones are not around.

• Many young children enjoy watching the same show or tape over and over again.

Tape their favorite shows or programs you consider acceptable for all family members to

view for those times when you can't cope.

Developing good TV watching habits

We use TV to educate, entertain, and relax. It's important to teach even our very

youngest viewers good TV habits from the very start. Here are a few suggestions you may

want to consider:

• Whenever possible, try to watch TV with your child. Very young children

benefit from a parent's physical presence to provide security and to interpret and comment

on images and concepts they see. With a very young child, this can be as simple as

pointing things out and naming objects/people/feelings. As your child gets older,

watching with your child or at least staying within earshot is still important.
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• If you can't watch with them, you might consider screening programs ahead of

time and taping them for replay. Resources such as parent magazines or a local parents'

papers often review and rate movies and they might help you make some choices.

• Use the content of programs as a way of expanding a child's learning. Look for

opportunities to connect what your child sees on television to their everyday experiences-

-things they're familiar with and that interest them. For example, if your child really liked

seeing all the animals in "There's a Bird on Me" song on a segment of Sesame Street, you

could follow up by looking at some animal picture books together and talking about the

different animals, what they eat, etc. Or you might plan a trip to a local farm or zoo to see

some of the animals "live".

• Encourage children to be active participants while they watch. For example,

when Barney sings and dances, the children can sing and dance.

• Consider spreading TV use out over the day in short blocks of time or allowing

TV on some days and none on others.

• Let your young child know why you think certain shows are OK or not. For little

ones this can be as simple as "Those characters are too scary." or "That show has too

much fighting and violence." or "I don't like all the commercials."

• Most important of all: turn the TV off when no one is watching. To quote Milton

Chen from his book The Smart Parent's Guide to Children's TV: "Make TV a choice, not

a habit."

A final note

Unfortunately, parents are put in the position of having to closely monitor their

children's television viewing due to a lack of high quality programming on most

networks. Concerns are only compounded by the use and content of commercials on

network and cable stations.

What can parents do to make changes in the kinds of television programming

children see? One way is to write to producers about program content you do and don't
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like-- including commercials. Supporting public television, which recently sustained

serious cutbacks in federal funding, is another important means of ensuring that children

continue to have access to high quality programming.

Newton Minow and Craig LaMay, in their book Abandoned in the Wasteland,

propose even stronger efforts. They suggest the need for lobbying in Washington to

prohibit advertising during programs for preschoolers and to develop a policy to charge

commercial broadcasters a fee that would go toward developing and producing non-

commercial children's programs. If this level of political activism appeals to you, you can

begin by contacting your representatives in Congress or consult resource lists, such as the

one that appears in The Smart Parent's Guide to Children's TV, to join with parents and

other advocates working to improve the quality of children's television.
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